Intimidator Spot
475Z
Intimidator Spot 475Z is a powerful moving head designed
for spotlighting large events. This fixture can adapt to shortthrow or long-throw situations, courtesy of its motorized
zoom, and it is fitted with an ultra-bright 250 W LED. Achieve
incredible visual effects with dual rotating prisms which split
the beam, creating dramatic displays. Intimidator Spot 475Z
also comes equipped with dual gobo wheels for gobo
morphing and amazing mid-air projections! This featurepacked powerhouse utilizes motorized focus to channel crisp
projections at almost any distance. Beams stay where you
want them with built-in totem mode; the ¼-turn hanging
bracket allows for single or dual clamp mounting options.
The full-color LCD display lets you set, save, and recall one
scene manually. Intimidator Spot 475Z has
powerCON®-compatible power input/output connections for
power linking. Convenient wireless non-DMX control is
possible using the optional IRC-6 remote.
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Highlights
Extremely bright, 250 W LED moving head spot designed for large events
Dual rotating prisms split the beam for great effects and cover a larger area
Dual gobo wheels allow for gobo morphing and amazing mid-air projections
Motorized zoom for short- or long-throw situations
Unique ¼-turn hanging bracket allows for single or dual clamp mounting options
Emit crisp projections at almost any distance using the motorized focus
Beams always remain on the dance floor using the built-in, innovative Totem mode
Convenient, wireless non-DMX control using the optional IRC-6 remote
Set, save, and recall 1 scene manually, directly from the full-color LCD display
powerCON®-compatible power input/output connections for power linking
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Specifications
DMX Channels: 10 or 16
DMX Connectors: 3-pin XLR
Pan and Tilt: 540°/270°
Pan and Tilt Ranges: 540°, 360°, 180° pan/270°, 180°, 90° tilt
Colors: 7 + white, split colors, continuous scroll at variable speeds
Gobos: (1): 7 + open (6 metal + 1 glass), rotating, interchangeable, indexing, continuous scroll at variable speeds
(2): 8 + open, continuous scroll at variable speeds
Light Source: 1 LED (white) 250 W, (16.3 A), 50,000 hours life expectancy
Strobe Rate: 0 to 20 Hz
PWM Frequency: 2 kHz
Illuminance: (13°): 106,300 lux @ 2 m
(28°): 23,680 lux @ 2 m
(13°): 14,290 lux @ 5 m
(28°): 3,741 lux @ 5 m
Power Linking: 2 units @ 120 V; 4 units @ 230 V
Input Voltage: 100 to 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz (auto-ranging)
Power and Current: 380 W, 3.4 A @ 120 V, 60 Hz
378 W, 1.9 A @ 230 V, 50 Hz
Gobo Size: 25 mm outside, 21 mm image, 1 mm max thickness
Zoom Angle: (motorized): 13° to 28°
Weight: 36.2 lb (16.5 kg)
Size: 14.3 x 9.8 x 20.9 in (363 x 250 x 531 mm)
Approvals: CE, MET
Prism: (1): 6-facet round, bidirectional rotation at variable speeds
(2): 6-facet linear, bidirectional rotation at variable speeds
Optional Controllers: IRC-6

What's Included
Intimidator Spot 475Z
Power cord
Hanging bracket
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